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Abstract: 

Application of the Holistic in architecture and interior design 

All the requirements for implementing the total theory are reviewed with an architectural view, 

and also the most important needs of the designer and user of architectural spaces from the point 

of view of the holistic theory. 

 The Holistic of architectural design is tested by designing (space - building - containment) 

through: Organized style Relationships between blanks and some of them, Clarity of all parts 

of the design. 

 The success of the holistic theory: Facilitating approach and entry permits and the space is 

designed light, vision, touch, hearing, and smell. 

 The determinants of the Holistic in design achieved by technology, Structure and 

Containment. 

 Health, Safety and Welfare 

 Geographical environment to achieve the holistic theory (the location). 

 Achieving systems: Physical, Cognitive, Moral systems. 

(After completing all the requirements of the holistic theory test for architectural design 

internally and externally, it can be called (Architectural holistic Design, Kidney 

Architectural Design, and theory Interior Design). 

The objectives of the overall design in architecture and interior design Able to Accessible, Safe 

Security Objectives, Merging the functional, Cost Effective, Assembly of units, the module and 

Utilitarian loss. 

 Improving the quality of the environment: Externally and Internally 

 Function Functional career goals 

 Sustainable goals: including the highest quality for (Environment - Economy - Economy - 

Society Society). 

 Productive goals  

 Historic goals are concerned with works that are within a historical area. 
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